Bureau Announces New Positions

Frederick W. Crumb, State Graduate, is Principal of Modern School

Frederick W. Crumb, 30, has just been appointed principal of the Narley school, Binghamton; and Mr. Crumb has been principal of the Whistlewood Central school.

Dean Announces Honor Students

Junior Takes First Prize With Seniors, Second; Fresher Last

Lest you think we're not in favor of freshers, let us explain that we simply failed to get the names of the freshmen, who received second honors, one of which was awarded to the senior class of 1938. The names of the seniors, as furnished to us by Dr. French, are as follows: Orchestra, John Alden, first chair; Vera Friesen, second chair; Leon Frost, third chair; and Joseph Leese, '30, will direct the two Advanced Dramatics Class to give plays.

The strongest statement—

The best advertising—is to tell something about a product that the user can prove for himself...

A lot of smokers have found that Chesterfield have a taste they like...that Chesterfields are Milder, You can prove for yourself that Chesterfields SATISFY.

Students, Seniors to Dine

At St. Patrick's Day Gala Banquet

Dr. French Discusses Scholiarships at Cornell

Dr. French discussed a number of the various scholarships awarded at Cornell, including the Moving-up assistantship in rural education; $1500 as an assistantship in education; $500 as an assistantship in science and $200 as an assistantship in English as a literature.

The orchestra committee under the direction of Mr. Crumb, is well under way for their annual banquet on Thursday, St. Patrick's Day. The arrangements are being made by the students of the senior class, which is conducting its annual banquet.
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Women Debaters Will Meet Kenka

Mark Twain Will Discuss Universalism Year

'"的学生, you'll find MORE PLEASURE in Chesterfield's milder better taste
thusiasm for the idea, insure the success of the second All-State class of 1941, another All-State dance has been planned. The superior class cooperates with the orchestra for the music, combine to their scheduled plays.

Advanced Dramatics class for their members do more than their required share.
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Good Food and a Friendly Fire at the COFFEE SHOP
WAGAR'S WESTERN AT ONQAL

State College News

State Socialites
To Dance Tonight in the Commons

To Crown King of State; Features Rival Rhythms

Tickets Going Fast

Tickets for the gala social event to take place tonight in the Commons will be available at the counters of the administration building and at the windows of the hotel students' dormitories, to be sold at 10 cents each. The chairmen of the committees have been formally pledged to conduct the dance in Kappa Beta will conduct an informal program and to present the dancing of the members of the Smithsonian institute. Under the direction of the dancers, a program of music and dance will be given, with the music being provided by the orchestra. The program will be followed by a midnight supper, which will feature a variety of foods, including sandwiches, cakes, and vegetables.

Housing Fund Drive Has Successful Start

The campaign for the housing fund drive has been successful, with the drive having obtained a substantial amount of money. The drive is a result of the efforts of the students, who have been actively engaged in collecting donations from the faculty and the alumni. The success of the drive is due to the support of the students, who have been motivated by the drive's goal to provide adequate housing for the students. The success of the drive is a testament to the students' commitment to the cause.

Sophomores Complete Final Spring Plans

A group of sophomores has completed their final spring plans, which include a variety of activities. The group includes Bob Nelson, who is planning a trip to the mountains, and John Gray, who is planning to attend a football game. The group has been actively engaged in planning their activities, with the members working together to ensure that all the plans are completed.

Brimmer, secretary of the Alumni association, the drive has obtained a substantial amount of money. The drive is a result of the efforts of the students, who have been actively engaged in collecting donations from the faculty and the alumni. The success of the drive is due to the support of the students, who have been motivated by the drive's goal to provide adequate housing for the students. The success of the drive is a testament to the students' commitment to the cause.

State Debaters to Meet

Rivalry Debate Today

State and Rutgers universities will participate in a debate today, which will be held in the auditorium. The debate will feature two teams of debaters, with each team consisting of two members. The debate will be moderated by Professor Sayles, who is a member of the faculty. The debate will be open to the public, and it is expected to attract a large audience.
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1941 Commission

Will Conduct Tea

The chairmen of the committees have been formally pledged to conduct the tea in Kappa Beta. Under the direction of the chairs, a program of music and dance will be given, with the music being provided by the orchestra. The program will be followed by a midnight supper, which will feature a variety of foods, including sandwiches, cakes, and vegetables.

Kappa Beta Fraternity

To Give Informatio Support

Kappa Beta has been invited to provide information support to the drive in the administration building. The drive has been formally pledged to present the information support, with the information being provided by the members of the drive.

Sigma Lambda Sigma

Pledges Eleven Members

The new pledges include: Richard Richardson, the freshmen will...

Alumni Delegates Address Gathering

All teachers and administrators will have an opportunity to attend the discussion on the curriculum in higher schools, which will be held in the auditorium. The discussion will be moderated by Professor Sayles, who is a member of the faculty. The discussion will be open to the public, and it is expected to attract a large audience.
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